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About

I:ve cultivated my career in two distinct yet complementary roles. as a social media 
manager and as a senior footwear product developer in the premium and luxury 
industryA

bs a social media manager, I:ve led the charge of coordinating comprehensive Wrand 
communication strategies across various platformsA Tith a keen eye for trends 
and a deep understanding of consumer Wehaviour, I:ve crafted engaging narratives 
that resonate with our audience, driving signi'cant growth in online engagement 
and Wrand awarenessA Bhrough direct collaWorations with designers, factories, and 
merchandising teams, I:ve ensured that our Wrand:s voice remains consistent and 
compelling across all channelsA Bhis proactive approach has not only elevated our 
online presence Wut has also contriWuted to tangiWle Wusiness success, with metrics 
demonstrating increased reach, engagement, and ultimately, salesA

In my parallel role as a senior footwear product developer, I:ve leveraged over 
a decade of experience to oversee every aspect of product development, from 
conception to productionA Ry closely collaWorating with designers and factories, 
I:ve ensured the seamless execution of our product vision, while also championing 
environmentally sustainaWle practices to minimize material waste and maximize 
eNciencyA�

Bhese dual roles have allowed me to Wring a holistic perspective to Wrand man-
agement, seamlessly integrating product development insights with social media 
strategies to drive cohesive and impactful Wrand narrativesA
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Experience

Owner-Social Media Manager
PhygitalJKomads | 0an 1(13 - Kow

Phygital Komads is an innovative company that integrates the physical 
and digital experience through creative and technological solutionsA 
Bhey aim to create meaningful Rranding and Social Media Strategy, of-
fering engaging and immersive experiencesA 
Tith a cutting-edge approach, Te comWine physical and digital elements 
to transform human interaction and customer experienceA

Product developer Manager
UbL&bBGOIFIUIH RbLDbK | 0an 1()8 - Dec 1(11

Fiesso d:brtico /VEq- from 1()8 to )151(11 Product developer - Luxury 
woman:s shoe collection 5 wwwArevolver-re7ueenAcom Supervisor and 
7uality control in the production phases for the 2SL and LHGRHGBIK 
linesAA Tork closely with the designer to develop new ideasA Oesearch, 
select and test the most suitaWle leathers for the product to We made 
from prototyping to production, making sure that all 7uality and price 
re7uirements are metA Manage sample development, 7uality control and 
prototype validation, working directly with pattern makersA Ureate the 
DIARb with the dedicated softwareA Fitting tests and 'nal approvals with 
the delivery of all detailed information for productionA Direct contact and 
management of external suppliers and partners / tanneries and laWora-
tories q De'ne and respect the development times of the collectionsA

Footwear Product developer
Brussardi | 0an 1()4 - 0an 1()9
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Man and woman Luxury shoe collection 5 main and runaway collectionsA 
Tork closely with the Designer to develop new ideas through research or 
the creation of new shoe lasts, heels, materials, and new constructionsA 
Manage the development of samples, 7uality control, and prototype 
validation Directly with the factoriesA Fitting test and 'nal approvals with 
delivering all the detailed information for the productionA De'ning and 
respecting the timing of collections developmentA Ureate the DIARb with 
the dedicated software

Product developer
OEPLb2 | 0an 1()Q - 0an 1()4

Tork closely with the bccessories Designer to research the shoes lasts, 
heels and solesA Oesearch of materials in coordination with the OBT 
departmentA Ureate the DIARb with the dedicated software Manage the 
development of samples, 7uality control, and prototypes validationA Fit-
ting test and 'nal approvals with delivering all the detailed information 
for the productionA Direct contact and management of Factories and 
suppliersA De'ning and respecting the timing of collections developmentA

Product developer consultant
UbL&bBGOIFIUIH YIRELLIEOI | 0an 1()Q - 0an 1()4

Porto Sant:Elpidio - from 1()Q to 1()4 Product developer consultant 
- Toman shoe Premium collectionA Production 7uality controlA Tork 
closely with several Designers to develop collections for di erent kinds 
of WrandsA UollaWorated for the development of the YiWellieri private 
laWel collections working directly with the house laWoratoryA Develop new 
ideas through research or the creation of new shoes lasts, heels, and 
constructionsA Ureate the DIARb with the dedicated software Fitting test 
and 'nal approvals with delivering all the detailed information for the 
productionA

Social Media Manager
Tzi-Design | 0an 1()1 - Dec 1(11

Engaging in multidisciplinary collaWorations across design and commu-
nication spheres, I worked closely with diverse Wrands to craft compre-
hensive strategies for Wranding and product developmentA 
Bhis entails a dynamic partnership wherein we collectively envision, 
strategize, and Wring to life compelling Wrand narratives and innovative 
product o eringsA

Product developer
UbL&bBGOE-bLBI_RbSSI | 0an 1()1 - 0an 1()4

Production 7uality control Tork closely with the Designer to develop 
the collectionA Development shoes lasts, heels, and new constructionsA 
Oesearch of materials leather and faWrics Ureate the DIARb with the ded-
icated software Development of samples, 7uality control, and prototypes 
validationA Fitting test and 'nal approvals with delivering all the detailed 
information for the productionA Direct contact and management of Fac-
tories and suppliersA follow the productionA

Product developer for the
Uhiara Ferragni | 0an 1()( - 0an 1()1

Tork closely with the Designer to develop the capsule collectionA Oe-
search of the correct shoes lasts, heels, and materials at the re7uest 
of the DesignerA Ureate a DIARbA Manage the development of samples, 
7uality control, and prototypes validationA Fitting test and 'nal approvals 
with delivering all the detailed information for the productionA

Boutique co-owner / Private Label woman shoe collec-
tion / Buyer
BZE FbSZIHK SZHES | 0an 1((Q - 0an 1((

Ruying for the seasonal collection assortment Private seasonal laWel 
capsule collection developmentA Seasonal trends and colors study and 
forecasting



Buyer raw materials and development soft accessories
Dolce _ YaWWana | 0an 1((1 - 0an 1((Q

Torked directly with the design oNceA Selection and Ruying materials 
UollaWorated for the new hardware development Participation in the 
trade shows Seasonal trends and colors study and forecasting

Buyer raw materials and development soft accessories
Prada | 0an )  - 0an 1((1

UollaWorate actively with the design oNceA Prototype development with 
the suWse7uent 'lling of the technical sheets, Direct communications 
with suppliersA Oaw materials research through trade fairs and suppliers 
Development of semi-'nished leather and detailsA

Decathlon Italia | 0an ) 9 - 0an )

uality control of clothing and footwearA


